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UNION UNIVERSI
CHARLES ALEXANDER RICHMOND, D. D., LL. D.. Chancellor
UNI:ON CO.LLEGE
The college offers the following undergraduate
and graduate courses:
1.

Csurl!les Jeadhag to the degree of A. B.

· CLASSICAL CouRsE A.-Greek is required for admission to this course. French and German are ineluded in addition to the ancient languages.
CLASSICAL CouRsE E.-Students may, at the dose
of the Sophomore year, elect to become candidates
for the degree of A. B. They will then be required
to study Greek for two years. Proficiency in Latin
is prerequisite.
2.

Course leading to the degree of Ph. B.

LATIN-SCIENTIFIC CouRSE-This course offers
Latin without Greek, for which is substituted additional work in modern languages and science.
3.

Course leading to the degree of B. S.

SciENTIFIC CouRsE-This course is based upon the
study of mathematics and the sciences.
4.

Course leading to the degree of B. E.

GENERAL ENGINEERING CouRSE-This course offers
the foundation of a broad engineering education,
comprising mathematics, the sciences, the fundamental principles of the special branches of the profession and some training in history, economics and
modern languages.
SANITARY ENGINEERING CouRSE-This differs from
the general engineering course in substituting special
work in sanitary engineering for some of the general
engineering studies.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CouRsE-This course is
intended to give a broad and thorough engineering
erlucation with the special instruction requisite for
electrical engineering.
5.

Courses leading to graduate degrees.

CouRSE LEADING 'to DEGREE oF M. C. E.-This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work.

JOSEPH NUTIALL

CouRsFJ LEADING 'l'o DEGREE o'F M. S. E. E.-This
course
of one year of graduate study consists of
,
lectures, laooratory J)iractice and research work.
CouRS:E LEADING '110 DF)GREE oF PH. D.-This course
of two years of g:tad:uate study requires for admis> sion the degree of M. E. E. or an equivalent.
.
For catalogues or other information address
F. C. BARNES~ Secretary,
Schenectady, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE-Instruction by
lectures, recitations, clinics, laboratory work, practical demonstrations and operations.
Hospital and laboratory advantages excellent.
Catalogues and circulars containing full information sent on application to;
WILLIS G. TuCKER, M. D., Registrar,
Albany, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT OF LAW
AMASA J. PARKER,
]. NEWTON FIERO,
President.
Dean.
ALBANY LAW SCHOOL-This department of
the university is located at Albany, near the state
capitoL It occupies a building wholly devoted to its
use. The course leading to the degree of LL. B. is
three years; each year is divided into two semesters.
Expenses: Matriculation fee, $Io; tuition fee,
$I 10. For catalogue or other information, address:
]OHN C. WATSON, Registrar,
Albany, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY
ALBANY COLLEGE OF PHARMACY-Graded
course of instruction comprising two terms of seven
months each. Fees, $go.oo per term.
For catalogue giving full information, address:
43 Eagle St., Albany, N. Y.
ALFRED B. H UES'l'ED, Secretary,
''Everything for the College Man except Ex•m•''

Caterer

GUNNING '16

Office 410 Union St.
Phone 2845
Special Teas and Coffees
for Frats

SWEATERS, MACKINAWS, PENNANTS,
BANNERS AND PILLOW COVERS
Phone 1472-W
Middle Section, So. Coli ege

'

Fink's Pharmacy
The College Smoke and Drug Shop

Just Across from the Green Gate

LATEST STYLES---MEN'S

French, Shriner
& Urner Shoes
$6.00 to $8.50

E.-This
)nsists of
work.
.
11s course
or admis-

lt.

ldress

·, N. Y.
T'RADE MARK

NE

Known wherever Good Shoea are worn.
All atylea and leathers

·uction by
•rk, prac~uent.

LINDSAY BROS. CO.

in forma'··

COR. STATE AND WALL STS.

r,

The
Guarantee
of
Excellence
on
Goods
Electrical

, N.Y.

i''J:ERO,

Dean.
tment of
the state
ted to its
LL. B. is
em esters.
tion fee,
address:

IN. Y.

CY

-Graded
of seven

The Cain's
Leading expon·
entsof Modern
Dancing in
Schenectady
and Vicinity
New Pupi1s
received every Monday, Wednesday &
Saturday. Private
Lessons by appoint·
ment.
Res. Phone 1920
Hall Phone 2710- W

ldress:

N. Y.

Fellows come down and get
acquainted with

m• ••

rs,

72-W

~ate

General Electric NICKLAS r~;nja; ~:;:;
Company
EXCLUSIVE HATTER and FURNISHER
3

.,.

Largest Electrical Manufacturer
in the world
3759

E. & W. Shirts and Collars, Fownes'
Gloves for all occasions, Opera and
Silk Hats, Canes, Bags and Suit
Cases. Everything for well dressed
'
men.
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BABBITT & CO'S.

PALL AND WINTER DISPLAY OP
America's Most Famous Make

I
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ROGERS·PEET CO.
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Is full of the strongest kind of attractions for every man
who is keen for clothes whose equal can only be found
in highest price Custom-Tailor Shops.
The last word in select fabrics,. exclusive tailoring·
and up-to-the-hour correct styles wi1I be found in this.
exceptionally stron:g line.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY O·F
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~ogers-Peet Co's •. Dress Cl'othes
In our Dress Clothes Department will be found all
the latest and best ideas in smart Day and Evening Dress.
for men.
This Department is a revelation to many men who
have visited it and found therein the highest type of
Dress Clothes possible to produce,-garments which in
:fit, fashion and quality the most expensive of custom
made clothes can not improve upon at double the price.
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"Albany's Greatest Clothiers"
451-453 BROADWAY

l
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Higgins'
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Drawing Inka
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paate
Drawing Board Paate
Liquid Paate
Office Paste
Vegetable Gluea, etc.

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST INKS AND ADHESIVES

(!)a.c.P.
THE PAST AND PRESENT
Keep abreast with the times. We .are _not
living in the stage-coach d-ecade, at whtch t1me
the mentioning of flying machines would have
been taken as an idle jest. In the present century you wouldn't think of traveling as otfe
did in by-gone days. Neither would you ha ving your shoes repaire.d by the old style hand
method way, if you knew the superiority in our
up-to-date machine way of repairing.

BALL'S QUICK SHOE REPAIRING WORKS
438 State Street
Free Order Service

Opposit~

Jay Street
Telephone 3456

Emancipate yourself from corrosive and ill-,smel1ing inks and adhesives and adopt the HIGGINS' INKS
AND ADHESIVES.
They will be a
revelation to you, they are so sweet,
clean, well put up, and withal so
efficient.
AT DEALERS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.
Manufactures
Branches, Chicago and London

2 71 Ninth St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Sign of the Golden Robin
TEA ROOM

CANDIES
PARTY AND DINNER FAVORS

31 Steuben Street,

.~'

-

Tobacco That is , Good
For Your Nerves
•. TUXEDO actually soothes the
·
nerves. It is just mild enough to
keep your nervous system in poise,
your muscles in tone. Unlike other
tobaccos, Tuxedo burns cool and slow.
There cannot be a speck of irritation in a pound of Tuxedo.
Great singers :Smoke Tuxedo just
before a performance. Public speakers testify as to its soothing influence.
Doctors recommend it to smokers
whose throats are delicate.

JOEL HILLMAN
proprietor "Harvey's"
Washington, D. C.

''Tuxedo i& a good11 wholesome tobacco11 with a mildness and fragrance all ib
own. It adds many degtee3
• pl easure. I II
to my prpe

~/lc&..t

The Per/eel Tobacco /or Pipe and Cigarelfe

)The secret of its superiority is the

.~'

unique "Tuxedo Process" by which
all the unpleasant features are eliminated from tobacco.
Another reason is that Tuxedo is
made from the best tobacco grownthe choicest, mildest, mellowest
leaves of the highest grade Burley
tobacco.
Tuxedo is widelyimitated-but no
other manufacturer has succeeded in
making a tobacco as good as Tuxedo.
Tuxedo will give you the greatest
pleasure and satisfaction that money
will buy.

L. S. BROWN
Gen. Agent of the Southern
Railway at Washington

''Tuxedo ha& gained and
maintained a high reputation
for superiority. [b coolne.ss,
mildnes.s11 and genuine soothing qualities are unrivalled. ''

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE
Convenient p ou c b,
inner-lined with
moisture-proof paper

5C
.

Famous green tin,
with gold lettering,
curved to fit pocket

1oC

/n Glass Humidor•, SOc and 90c
.;·

Send us 2 ce~ts in ~tamps for pos!•
age ~nd we w1ll ma1l you a souvemr
tin of TUXEDO tobacco to any
point in the United States. Address

FREE

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
Room 1219
111 Fifth Avenue
New York

PHILIP R. GOODWIN
the illustrator
''There 11.S zest and encouragement in. e,ery pipeful of

Tuxedo. The sweetest, most
111
soothing smoke I know.
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Bring in your laundry and save money

!l

Note these Prices:
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To Cure Cold

Shirts all Kinds .....•.............•. lOc
:Collars ...........................•.• 2c
· ·Union Suits . . . . . . . ................ lOc

til

Underwear, Night Shirts
and Pajamas. . • . ........... 6c each
Hose ......... ~ ............. 3c per pair

Handkerchiets ....................... 2c

BUY A
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Barrow's Hand Laundry
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We Solicit Your Patronage. You Need

•

Our Guarantee.
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GAS HEAT'ER

738 State Street
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Cluett &Sons.

I
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One Price Piano House.
EVERY THING MUSICAL.
508 State Street,

MOHAWK GAS CO.
Phone 2500

Schenectady

Makers of

Caps, · Gowns
and Hoods
To the American College• and Univeraitiea from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Class contracts a apeci•Ity

Pictures and Picture Framing, Art Supplies and Gold Gilding.
Decorating and Paper Hanging. House
and Sign Paintin g.

•,"1

S. E. Stanes'
Art

~tnrt

'!·

No. 7 New York Central Colonnade
New York Telephone
Schenectady, N.Y.

UNION STUDENTS

I tt 11!;. U
K~ ITWL.>'\J~

r ()11 J'/Vi "(

Are invited to open a check
account with us. Accounts
of Clubs, Fraternities and
Associations solicited. . . .

'
I
.

i

I

I

.'

Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters and
KNIT GOODS
FOR MEN

'

The Schenectady Trust Co.
3 18-320 State Street

::-.)""
-•--•·H•

~ ....... ~ ..... ~"-..."*"'~-W·-·,---....;--".,..."-~·,-

UNITED

KNITWEAR

467 State Street,

COMPANY

Schenectady, N. Y.

,····

'

.

Clothing
Furnishings
Hats.

l

-

We.'re ready whenever you
our. Why not come to-day?

--EUROPEAN......---

HOTEL
and Cabaret at 9 P. M.
Broadway and ·Maiden Lane
Albany, N~ Y

~

GENTLEMEN ONLY
250 ROOMS
Ladies' Restaurant Atta-ched. Special New
Rathskeller. Bowling Alley and Billiard
Room. Twenty-five Private Dining Rooms

Wells & Coverly

Wm. H. Keeler, Prop.

The newest and best in ea:ch
department~

Annex, 507-509 Broadway

TROY

"If It's Made of Rubber We H.avelt'' ·

Auto
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Tires

m

Alling Rubber Co.
26 Stores

229 State Street

r
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KEELER'S

CANDIES
Huyler's, Park & Tilford's, Pirika, Nobility. FRESH STOCK ALWAYS
'

't_

,····

'

'

PHOTO DEPARTMENT
Complete in Every Respect.
EVERYTHING

Lyon's

IN

GOOD DRUGS

335 STATE ST.
714 HAMILTON
13 McCLELLAN Cor.
EASTERN Ave.

NEARLY 30 YEA·RS
of honest dealings in Schenectady has
placed us at the top notch of retailers.
When you read a COFFIN BROS. ad you
know it is true. We aim at all times to
carry the most complete line of Kitchen
Wares, Wooden Wares, toys, games, fancy
goods and brassware. we invite you to

calL

COFFIN BROS.

303-305 State Street

Schenectady, N.Y.

Fine Imported
and Domestic Woolens

Telephone 2323-J

GEORGE A. MANNY
CUSTOM TAILOR
170 Jay Street

Schenectady, N. Y.

The Best in Cream, Butter, Etc.

Ferry Street Creamery
'Phone 1208
107 So. Ferry Street
"Look for the Cow's Head."

Ready to Wear
,and Custom
Made

STYLISH CLOTHES
FOR YOUNG MEN

, Comparison is the
: Lever That Turns
Trade Our Way

This is the busiest store in Schenectady, through inviting Comparison with
merchandise you see elsewhere, where quality, fabric, supe,riority of workmanship and
newness of design are important features and you wiU prove by your own comparison,
consistant alliance in all our offerings and dealings. Just step in before you buy elsewhere. The convenience of an open account to all College Student is yours for the
asking.
10 Per Cent reduction on all purchases of $10 tJr over if this ad is presented at the

''

'·

'

'·.· /
'· \.,•
,·,:'

time ofpurchase.

503 - 507 State Street
Schenectady, N. Y.
N. Y. Phone 1270-W

Saul's

G. Wm. Slaght, Mgr.
N. Y. 'Phone 360-W

. · ; ,,··

I AM YOUR NEAREST SHOEMAKER
All Work Called for and Delivered Free

The Union Electric Quick Shoe Repair Shop

S. SOBELL, Manager.
The only machine in the city, operating its own channel while sewing on the
sole. Turns the .shoe out like new.
A few popular items:

Men's soles, sewed ________ 7Sc
Ladies' soles, sewed _______ 60c
Men's soles, nailed ____
to 60c

so

Ladies' soles, nailed ________ 40c
Men's Heels _______________ 2Sc
Ladies' Heels ________________ 20c

~

I

·,

Our prices are as reasonable as can be asked. Best leather used and all work
guaranteed.
603 LIBERTY STREET, (Near Lafayette)
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Full RUBBER SOLES __________ -------- ------ ------------ __ $1.50, $1.75
'
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''The College Photographer''
WHITE, 229 State Street
CARL DANNA, Beta Theta Pi
College RepreeentQtive

GARNET
1903
1904

1909
1910

1906

1012

1905

.NEAR BARNEY'S

1907
1908

1911

1913
1914
1915
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TANGO

SHIRTS

are an • evening dress
necessity.
The bosoms are .
tucked, puffed, pleated or ''mushroom.''
$2.00 and up

Cluett, Pea.body&Co., Inc. Makers

Let's Meet at "Joe's" New Dining
Room
• ',i

Students' Tuck Shop
A BREAKFAST BETWEEN CLASS
A FEED AT NIGHT.

!

ORDERS DELIVERED

One Minute from Payne Gate.
of St. J~hn's Church.

'Phone 288-W.

Back

722 Eastern Ave.
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Excellent Team Work Main Feature of the
Game.
Little Philip-our own Philip-commonly known as Windah, justified his wellknown cognomen ~aturday when he filtered, rollicked, maxixed, wended, meandered,
made romped, skipped, proceeded, evoluted,
,
piroetted,
his way across W orc~ster 's. g~a1
line two distinct and separate ttmes tnvtsibly attached to the other end of a fo:w~rd
pass and scored two touchdowns, ktcktng
the goal for the second as a climax. Who
did it? Windy Downs.
Eventually the score was Union 20, Wor-cester 0, thirteen of these points being
Downs. Wally Girling ki'cked .two fieldr
goals in the course of the afternoon and
Lynde Hokerk obliged by kicking the goal
after Windy's first goal in the first quarter.
It seemed to the bystanders that the
Garnet should have accumulated about forty
points from the way the team started off,
and in fact throughout the entire game
Union continually assumed the offensive
and innumerable times approached W orcester' s goal only to be deterred from scoring
by prohibitive penalties.
Worcester kicked off in the first quarter
and immediately the Garnet team made several consecutive gains down the field. The
line was never stronger than in that first
quarter and throughout the game the fast,

NO.4

merciless battering of Dow Roof, Girling,
and Rosecrans in the back field was remarkable. Time after time Roof would plunge
through Worcester's line like a dynam~c
born b; time after time, aided by splendtd
interference, Girting would scrape around
tackle for long gains, and then the same
play would be repeated on the other side
of the line with Rosey in charg~ of the
ball. Within thirty yards of Worcester's
goal a penalty put Union fifteen yards back
on the third down. Beaver called for an
end run which netted ten yards. But rather
than risk a chance of losing the ball in trying tq gain fifteen yars on fourth down, the
signal was given for an attempt at field
goal, which Girling promptly kicked.
Soon afterwards Union again approached
the opponent's goal and here Beaver shot
a long sizzling forward pass to the goal
posts which B u:ffalo Bill Downs assimilated .
On the same play Girling sustained a painful muscle bruise and limped out of the
game. Hokerk kicked the goal.
With the score 10 to 0 the quarter came
to a conclusion.
The next two quarters, while always
promising of better things were barren of
results. A remarkable flying pick-up catch
by Beaver, executed as surely and quickly
as if it had been done on a ''gym" floor,
featured this portion of the game, as again
did the battering ram attack oj the Hillmen's

10
back field. The line plunging .of Roof and
Stoller was again remarkable. Throughout
this part of the game the line was not quite
the same iron clad defense it had been and
occasionally Worcester would plough
through or around for long gains. The
home goal, however, was never seriously
threatened. .
·In the fourth quarter after vainly camping before the Worcester gates for some
time, Girling, back in the game, obliged with
another field goal and then the Man Who
Laughs came through with a second touchdown precisely like the first-· a forward pass
from Brother Jake's prehensile fingers {no
ins.ult, Jake). Immediately Phil's fox-trottrained foot wafted the gaudy pigskin over
the bars and the score was 20 to 0.
That ended the afternoon's outing, for the
whistle blew soon after.
The game was remarkable among other
things for the frequency with which linemen broke through Worcester's guard and
tackled prospective runners. All the linemen had a chance to show-and for the
. ground-gaining ability of the backs enough
has been said.
R. P. I. next !
· The score:

PNION.

WOR. TECH.
Cleveland ----------------------- Tomasi
left end.
'Wood
Shumway
left tackle.

------------------------

Price ---------------------------- Storrs
left guard.
Hokerk ----------------------- Hazelton
center.
Vrooman -------..:.______________ Merriam
right guard.
Jenkins
Cas savant
left guard
Downs
-----~-------------------- Duffy
right end.
lleaver
Dunbar
quarterback.

----------------------

-------------------------

Rosecrans

-- -'-- ------- ... -·-------

Mossberg

left halfback.
Girling ------------------------ Archibald
right halfback.
Roof ------------------------------ Camp
fullback.
SCORE BY PERIODS.
Union -------·---------10
0
0 10-20
Worcester Tech ------ 0
0
0
0- 0
SUMMARY.
Score-Union, 20; Worcester Tech., 0.
Touchdowns-Downs, 2. Goals from touchdowns-Hokerk, Downs. Goals from placement-Girling, 2.
Substitutions-Union:
Byron for Girling; Stoller for Roof; Friday
for Downs; Gardner for Price; Roof for
Stoller; Girling for Rosecrans; Downs for
Friday; Houghton for Beaver; Rosecrans
for Byron; Beaver for Houghton; Girling
for Stoller; Rockwell for Wood. W orces-·
ter Tech.-Stone for Tomasi; Tomasi for
Stone ; Kalagher for Storrs ; Storrs for
J(alagher; Bannan for Merriam; Merriam
for Bannan; Weitzen for Dunbar; Dunbar
for W eitzen; Tullock for Archibald; Dunbar for Archibald ; Stone for· Camp; Camp
for Stone. Referee-Williams of Oberlin.
Umpire-Draper of Williams. Head linesman-Grout of Union. Time of quarters
-Twelve minutes.

·, ..

,

·.

DR. BERG LECTURES TO A. I. E. E.
Dr. Ernest J. Berg read a paper before
the American Institute o£ Electrical Engineers at the Edison Club. The subject of
the paper was "Differential Equations Used
in the Solution of Transient Phenomena."
The meeting was largely attended anJ
the audience had the pleasure of listening to
one of the best papers ever read before the
institute.
The paper dealt with the differe~tial
equations which are of importance in solving transient electrical phenomena. The
solution of almost all simple transients in
inductive circuits demands an understand-
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THE CONCORDIENSIS

sberg

ing of Linear differen~ia1 eq~ations of ~he
first order,. Problems tnvolvtng mutual tnd uction and capacity as a rule lead to
Linear differential equations of the second
or higher order.
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FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES TO
BATTLE HARD IN ELECTION
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DAY CONTESTS.
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more football games wiU take place after
the track meet. AH 'varsity men are barred
from this, but five points will be given to
each class for each man it has on the 'varsity squad. The number of freshmen and
sophomores on the squad happens to he
equal, so neither class will gain by this.
Both classes have a large bunch out. The
line up of the teatns wiH probably be the
san1e as in the other gam·es with perhaps
slight changes. 'These are the most of the
likely freshmen: Brown, ,Chapleau, McGill,
Collins, Calkins, Y arden, Osterhaus, Towne,
Rogers, Johnson, Riley, Mudge, Madden,
Beckett, Taylor, Darlin and Landry.
The probable list of sophomores follows:
Mann, Northrup., Sammons, Miller, Kooman,
Ilaubner, Galbraith, N aylon, Jamieson,
Bahret, Quirie, A. I-Iam, Tregurtha and
Streeter.
As the other football games, this will
count twenty-five points. Even more interest will be centered in it than if it were the
deciding game of the series, since the freshmen will try to win at least one game of the
series, whereas the sophomores will try
equally hard to shut the freshmen out
completely.

Election Day will be a time of great athletic activity between the sophomore and
freshman classes. One hundred points will
be divided towards the deciding of the
under-class supremacy.
The track events will begin at two o'clock.
Following is the order of events and the
number of points allowed for each:
100 yard dash, 5, 3, 1 points.
Running high jump, 5, 3, 1 points.
12 pound shot put, 5, 3, 1, points.
One mile run, 5, 3, 1 points.
Running broad jump, 5, 3, 1 points.
Relay, 10 points.
Tug of war, 20 points.
Time of tug of war is to be three minutes.
There will be ten men on a side, all 'varsity
and class football and track men being
barred. No spiked or cleate·d shoes will be
permitted those in the tug of war. 'Varsity
THE COSMOPOLITAN CLUB.
and class football men are eligible for track
The Cosmopolitan Club is meeting every
events upon approval of the coaches. All
entries for track events must be handed in other Monday evening. At each meeting
by team captains to Dr. McComber not the club is addressed by some interesting
speaker. Refreshments add to the enjoylater than Saturday, October 31.
The freshmen have a large number out ment of each meeting.
The club has moved from its old rooms
for track. The material is very good, including: Mudge, Moynihan, Isham, Rock- in South College to the first floor and conwell, Y ounie, King, Newman, Totto, Lan- templates moving later into the old rooms
dry, Potter, Haag, Clarke, Pearslee, Halen- of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity when that
beck, Esptein, Mosher, Akins, McKenna, organization moves to its new chapter house.
A large number of freshmen have joined
Frasier, Hay, Kennedy, Carter, Smith,
the club this year, representing a number
Hance and Taylor.
The sophomore squad is not so numerous of foreign countries in the east and in South
but it is believed to be very promising. A America.
At one of the recent meetings Prof. Atkinpartial list includes: Peterson, Miller, Morrison, Vianna, Moore, Gendrv and Wallace. son delivered a very interesting and instrucThe last of the series of f;eshman-sopho- tive address on the European situation.
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You can't estimate a man's. bravery by
hearing him rave at the telephone.
THE LAVOLTA OF THE DAMNED.
(Dance of the Demons.)
Have you ever gone at midnight
'ro the Castle of Cimmera-gone alone,
Quite alone,
On a murky, moonless midnight?
For you must go there at midnight
And alone;
If you wish to feel the terror,
The delightful, griping terror
j
-.'
Only felt when you're alone,
There alone.
If you wish to see the dance,
That the damned demon's danceGo alone!
When you hear a tocsin ringing,
And an iku lizard singing
To a moan--be alone!
And from out the doors that open
(you will shudder as they open
With a groan!)
There will rush with purple lantersAh, those ghostly purple lanterns
made of boneAll the glaring staring spirits,
All the doomed, Tartare an spirits
Rush frotn out the doors that open
With a moan.

I

I
I

'

I'

:

As each demon lays reclining
In his partner's arms entwiningArms that creak,.
,.fheir lavolta they. start dancing
In a leaping and a prancing,
As they shriek;
With an anapaestic sound
Grimfeet rattle on the groundFeet that squeak;
And their purple lanterns swinging
Show their forms together clinging,
While they shriek.

Should your courage then forsake you,
And a tremor overtake you
While alone,
Do not trust yourseif to waiting
lVIidst the dismal shrieks and sounds of grat.
tng
Bone;
For there's madness preying there
In that murky, midnight air
Filled with moan ;
'Tis a madness that will seize you;
In its clutches it will squeeze you,
'Til the heart within your bosom turns to
stone.
W. M. M., '18.

MUNSTERBERG QUITS TO SAVE
HARVARD'S MILLIONS.
Famed Educator Resigns When Would-Be
Beneficiary Denounces Pro-German
Dogma.
Professor Hugo Munsterberg, noted Harvard professor and exchange professor at
Berlin, resigned from the faculty of Harvard VVednesday.
His resignation followed a threat by Major
Clarence VViener of London that he would
withhold a bequest of $10,000,000 to Harvard unless Professor M unsterberg was dismissed. He cited Munsterberg's widely
printed pro-German writings since the outbreak of the war as his reason.
Professor M unsterberg' s resignation was
entirely voluntary.
Professor Munsterberg delivered the
Ichabod Spencer series of lectures on psychology here at Union three years ago. He
is considered one of the world's greatest
living psychologists.

....
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Don't forget to wear an arm band to
Troy.
If you have a thought that will stand
printing-send it to the Concordy~
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VICTORIOUS ON
GRIDIRON.
Freshman Fight Hard But Lose Second
Game.
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Last Friday the second game of the
under-class football series was played. The
sophomores won by a score of 7 to 0. Good
"vea ther and a fine :fie1d made the playing
faster than in the :first game. Both teams
showed better form and more fight.
Strangely enough, the second game began
as did the :first. The sophotnores by end
runs and a forward pass, pushed the pigskin
over the goal line in the first few minutes
· of play. Unfortunately for the spohomores
one of their men was· off-side. The ball
went to the freshmen who worked it down
the field by straight football. They soon
lost the ball and thereafter the two teams
fought up and down the field, without greatly endangering either goal.
In the third quarter the sophomores had
the advantage. Miller after several short
gains, made a long end run and carried the
ball to the five yard line before being downed. Again one of the 1917 players was offside, so the run was lost. However before
the whistle blew at the end of the third
quarter, they had worked the ball down to
the five yard line again.
In the fourth quarter, Miller carried the
ball four yards in the first down. Haubner
covered the remaining yard and set the ball
just over the line, by a plunge through
tackle. Galbraith kicked the goal. The
freshmen then rallied. Mudge a11d Beckett
made big gains continually, but they were
lost again through unsuccessful forward
passes. On each pass a '17 man caught
the ball but the team was unable to make
t~e dovvns. Finally the sophomores, by
vtrtue of superior weight worked the ball
down to the ten yard line, but were unable
to break through the freshm.en defense for
another touchdown before the whistle blew .
The freshmen deserve no little credit for

holding down to a small score, a team of
heavier and for the most part, more experienced men. Mudge and Beckett of the 1918
team played especially weH while the sophomore stars were Miller and Galbraith.
The sophomore Hn.e-up remained the same
throughout the game, but an unusual number of substitutions vvas made by the freshmen. The line up follows :
SOPHOMORES ( 7)
FRESHMEN (0)
Sammons ------------------------ Brown
left end.
Jamieson--------------------------left tackle.
Bahret -------------------------- Landry
left guard.
Emmerling ---------------------- Calkins
center.
Eldred -------------------------- Collins
right guard.

~ann -------------------------- 1{ordon

right tackle.
Northrup --------------------- Osterhaus
right end.
I1aubner ----------------------- Johnson
quarterback.
Naylon ------------------------ Madden
left halfback.
Miller --------------------------- Mudge
right halfback.
Galbraith ----------------------- Beckett
fullback.

DOINGS OF THE CLASSICAL CLUB.
At the meeting of the Classical Club held
Tuesday evening, October 20, Austin G.
Martin, '15, entertained a good audience
with an excellent paper on "Pastoral
Poetry." The club greatly appreciated Mr.
Martin's efforts.
The next meeting of the club will be held
November 17.

HEADLINE IN LOCAL PAPER.
To let-Watervliet.
t

---
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by now, kno·vv· Alma Mater there should
be a feeling of the direst shame. And yet
A Literary and News Weekly Published by
THE STUDENTS OF UNION COLLEGE
we feel confident that eighty per cent. of
your class is wanting in this respect. Get
Entered at the Postoffice at Schenectady, N. Y.,
busy, freshmen, and learn, not only that
as Second Class Matter.
song but all the others as well.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Concerning the seventh rule of the "ColH. ]. D'elchamps, '15, Chi Psi Lodge
lege Rules and Custom~s," what is the reaASSISTANT EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Donald A. Coulter, '15, 3 Regent Street
son for so many complaints by the upperATHLETIC EDITOR
classmen of inattention in the exchange of
Walter C. Baker, '15 Psi Upsilon House
greetings shown by the members of the class
LITERARY EDITOR
Edward R. Hughes, '15, 25 Glenwood Boulevard of 1918? The reason for it is that the class of
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
1918, as a whole, doesn't care. You are big
R. E. Taylor, '16
N. A. Finch, '16
in numbers, rather good as classes go in ap-

THE CONCORDIENSIS
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W. C. Loughlin, '16
A. M. Jacobs, '16
REPORTERS
W. M. Gilbert, '17
D. F. Chapman, '17
F. W. Porter, '17
H. R. Knight, '17

pearance, perfectly able in your own estiI. ,'

mation to take care of yourselves, so why

.·

'

show any undue respect to upper-classmen?
Karl E. Agan, '15, Business Manager
Delta Upsilon House.
Howard A. Glenn, Assistant Business Manager,
Kappa Alpha Lodge.
Publication Office: Schenectady Art Press
206 So. Centre Street Schenectady, N. Y.

TO THE FRESHMEN.
In the words of the immortal Cicero,
"When will you cease to abuse our patience?" When will you learn "Alma Mater?"
When will you learn to greet upper-classmen and sophomores first when meeting
them on the campus or on the street? When
will you cj.ecide to remain seated in chapel
until the three other classes have passed
out? When will you learn various and sundry
other things which make you become known
as model freshmen? Some of you do these
things, but sad to say, this some is decidedly
a minority. A month and a half has elapsed
since you became a part of Union College
and to every man in your class who does not,

Well now, we know you're a fairly good
class and all that but we would advise you to
forget that fact if it is going to tend to
make you hold your heads up in a manner
so unbecoming to those who wear the green
cap.

The upper-classmen have a right to

your respect and to your courtesies.

Give

them what they have a right to, or expect

. I
·,

hereafter to hear from .u.s in stronger terms.
You are now on the bottom round of the
ladder. In this position it is best for you to
do what you're told to do. Next year, you

(i

will be a step higher and may do what you

ll

:\':
\

I

can.

Thereafter, if you. have learned your

i
\

;II

:

1

j

I

~

lesson well, you will know enough to do the
right thing.

For the present, let us remind

you lest you forget, the upper-classmen want
to see a little more of the real spirit in the
freshman class.
them.

Get busy and show it to
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in g. Justice Charles E. Hughes was one of
ON TO TROY .
the speakers.
Second Spasm.
The Williams freshmen were recently vicThose who savv Saturday's game saw a torious over the sophomores in their annual
marvelous exhibition of team work and tug-of-war. t-fhis is an acquatic event, the
steady, consistent fighting. A cleaner game object being to drag the adversaries through
was never witnessed and, with all due re- a small stream.
Hamilton College has a new band, conspect to the old timers, we honestly believe
sisting of twelve pieces. Just about three
there was never a Garnet team with more
years behind Union, but trying hard to
''pep" than the present one possesses.
catch up.
What does this go to show? Why, simply
Rutgers have set on foot a plan to pledge
that there is going to be a mighty good no freshmen to fraternities before Thanksgame in Troy this Saturday and that every gtvtng.
Colgate has been having outdoor baseman should plan to make this trip if posball practice during the past fine fall days.
sible.
Cross-country practice has started at HarThe Terrace Council is making plans to vard with poor prospects for the year.
have the proper accomodations for transSeveral fraternities at Amherst have deportation and every one should look forward cided not to initiate a freshman whose class
to a good time. This is another reason why work was unsatisfactory up to the time of
every man should go. But the larger and initiation.
deeper reason is neither of these. The real
FRESHMEN PEERADE.
reason why every man of us should go is
At the college meeting on the 19th the
on account of the service which we can freshmen peerade was announced for the
render to this team of ours which has been I-Iamilton game. Foster Brown was appointrendering, is rendering, and will continue ed chairman with Zimmer and Scully as his
to render to us such marked service on the assistants. A sub-committee has been appointed by the committee, with one man
gridiron. Let us go over and help that
from each fraternity and the Pyramid Club.
team win. Let us cheer and cheer and The members of this committee are Church...
cheer until those men who :fight on the ill, Dikeman, DeRouville, Hooper, K. Hangridiron for Union's fair name will feel son, Stevens, Santee, Ketchum,
Baldauf,
our voices vibrating in their very muscles, and Creble. These men will look after the
helping them to fight for that game which arrangements in their own houses while the
committee of three will have entire financial
means so much to every one of us.
charge, and arrangements in full. The comHence, make ready your voices ye "men
mittee intends to break away from the idea
of much or little wind, get an arm band, a of the usual peerade and produce a new
pleasant smile and a determined mind, then idea, the arrangements of which will be announced later. At the college meeting on
take up our slogan-On to Troy.
1\ionday a tax of 75 cents on freshmen and
20 cents on the three other classes was levied.
WITH OTHER COLLEGES.
Brown University held exercises on The fellows are urged to pay their class
October 11-15 to celebrate the one hun- treasuries so that the commi\tee may not
dred and fiftieth anniversary of their found- have anything to hinder their arrangements.
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FRESHMAN FABLES.
delivers Mr. Richmond's mail first because
Number four.
that's very important and Mr. Richmond
"Dear Papa," wrote Ira, "I didn't go out meets him at the front door and takes the
for Mr. Richmond's football team after all. applications for degrees out first and then
The fellows thought I was not made for answers them and lets Uncle take them on
football, but the two debating teams have with him to mail. Then comes Mr. Dewey's
tne down for coming speeches and I guess office. He's always there, too, and he opens
I'll be active in prize-speaking in the future. all the money orders and the 'cheques and
"College is fine. They turned the heat on U nc.le helps to file them away and write the
and then it got warm right away, but Mr. receipts and then Uncle takes those along,
De·wey said that if the heat was turned too. So you see that by the time Uncle does
off again, it would get cold again, and he all this and explains it all at each house on
didn't want to have the fellows suffer as it the way, it takes some time. And by the
interfered with their studies and he believes time he's through explaining you wonder
in putting :first things first.
how he does it without qualifying for the
·
"I'll tell you about my lessons. First of Olympic games. .
all.in the morning we all go to chapel where
After that we all go to various classes
son1ebody gets up in the pulpit and sings and learn about all sorts of things and each
and the rest hold their books open and listen. professor insists that two and three-quarter
It sounds fine too. Then comes English. hours be spent on each recitation and that's
We are learning the difference between why so many fellows take post-graduate
argumentation and narration and osi:fica- courses-to get caught up on back work.
tion and carryna tion. Argumentation . is I think I shall have to stay about ten years
first cousin to naration but ossification and already. But it's a nice, comfortable spot
carrynation are diametrically opposed., and post graduates don't have to make
Miss Pim back at the district school never chapel, so I can settle down here and build
taught us anything like that, but it's fine just a house on the campus for-me and Liza Ann
the same. Then every week we have themes (when she's ready to marry me) and make
to write. Each week we have a .choice of classes very comfortably all my life. There's
subject. The choice is (1) Why I came to nothing (so they tell me) like having some
College and (2) Why I Came to College. definite profession decided upon before you
Then some times we can write on Why I leave college. So I think that's what I'll
Came to College.
do-either that or White Slavery for they
"Some time I'll take an afternoon off and tell me there's lots of money in that nowadays.
tell you why.
""Your devoted College Boy,
"Then after that we all go off to our frat
houses and take courses in how to roll cigar"IRA."
"P. S.-You'd better not send on those
ettes. This is optional you know. By this
time the mail has come in and we all talk red flannel you-knows after alL The heat's
to Uncle and tell him how terrible the mail turned on and it's so hot that even the
service is, and he stops quite a while and outdoors gets warmed up from it."
explains to us very kindly just how theN ew
York mail was an hour late and he had to
Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
deliver five hundred invitations for the K.
The Rev. R. C. Penney, of Schenectady,
of C. sociable before he reached the college spoke at vesper services Sunday afternoon
grounds. Then he tells us how he always on "The Price of Knowledge." Mr. Penney
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emphasized the obligation. college men owe
both to the college and to those who are
providing for their educat~on. . Imme~se
sums 0 £ money are invested 1n college butldings, ground?, and appara~us; the great
1najority of students are be1ng educated by
the fruit of other's labor, and by other's selfdenial and sacrifice. It is therefore the student's duty to repay this outlay and sacrifice
made for him by college authorities and relatives by devoting himself to the best things
his college career offers. The speaker illustrated his remarks with apt references to
cases which had come within his own knowiedge.
Secretary Chapman announces that classes
\\rill soon be started in Bible study and industrial work.
The Y. 1\L C. A. officers desire the societies and organizations using Siliman Hall
to leave the rooms in the same condition
upon leaving as they found them upon entering. They feel that they are entitled to
such co-operation from the student body in
the care and maintenance of the building.
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HER EYES.

re's

0 maiden, laugh when I am near !

me

Thy laughter is a music;
0 maiden, talk when I am near;
Thy every word is music;
And let thy voice in dreamy lay
To heaven sweetly rise :
But maiden-do not glance my way,
I dare not feel thine eyes !
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0 maiden, let me with thee walk
Beside some moon-lit stream,
Where the ripples dance and bleam;
I love thee near to hear thee talk ;
I drink thy words in sighs;
Yet maiden fair,
I do not dare
To feel thine eyes!
W. M. M., '18.

A PROBLEM.
A farmer gave to one of his sons 10
dozen eggs, to a second he gave 30 dozen,
and to a third fifty dozen. ''Go to the
city," my sons," he said, "and each of you
sell your eggs at the same price. When you
return each must bring back the same
amount o£ money and none may be spent in
the city."
How were the eggs disposed of?
The <;tbove problem is absolutely straight
and above board. For tP,e correct answer
the editor of the Concordensis will automatically become endebted to the mathematician to an extent to be announced in
the near future. Answers will be published in our next issue.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Lost-On the cheering bleachers of the
R. C. Alexander field, Saturday, October
24, by various under-graduates of Union
College, the respect of various students and
alumni sitting near them. Finder will please
return same, as respect is something in
which some of these individuals are already
badly in need.
Found-On the cheering bleachers of
the R. C. Alexander field, Saturday, October
24, by several under-graduates and alumni
of Union College, various under-graduates
of the sorehead type who delighted in picking flaws in the actions of one or more
players of the Union College team on account of some personal feeling which evidently existed between said under-graduates
and aforementioned player or players, thereby showing a lack of spirit which is deplorable, a form of jealousy which is odorously rotten and a form of soreheadedness
which is highly damnable, to say the least.
Wanted-Those members of the undergraduate body of Union College who, for any
personal or other reason, feel inclined to
knock any player on the Garnet team, to
know that the best place to· do this is in
~.
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the privacy of one's own voom, alone and
with locked doors, withholding the sound of
one's voice from the rest of the world. By
voicing such sentiments publicly on the
cheering bleachers a student brands himself with the sign of disloyalty and demonstrates without question that he is either
a sorehead or an idiot.
"Harry, you have my sympathy, old
man!'''
"What's the trouble?"
"Why, I heard your wife eloped with the
chauffeur."
"Oh, I got another one."
uw·:h at , w1"fe.?"
"No, chauffeur !"

FROM OUR WAR CORRESPONDEN'l'.
News From the Rear.
St. Petersburg alias Petrograde, October
1..-In all probability there is a big fight
over here somewhere, but it's hard to find
out just where it is or what it's about.
Cities are having their names change'.~
every day which goes to show that the
map of Europe will be greatly altered before the war is over. Preymysl (pronounced
Hmpsngte) is said to be in great danger of
such matrimonial action. Have heard that
there are many bums about the streets of
some of these ill-fated cities, but think there
are probably as many in my own home
town of Newburgh, or rather Newesgrade,
to be entirely neutral.
While passing
through the streets of Phsneuky (pronounced Tzknasu) I encountered a shower
of shells. .Upon investigating, I found
them to be peanut shells, but since birds
of a feather flock together I decided tha-t,
for the sake of the publication which I
represent, I had better be on the safe side
hence I produced, from my pocket, the red'
cross tag which was wished on me tag-day
in Schenectady and ~allied bravely forth.
If this doesn't pass censorship, let me kno\v
and I'll change it.
W. C.

RIFLE SHOOTING AS A COLLEGE
SP'ORT.

tak·
wh1
the
to 1
I:
oth

.A Communication from the National Board
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice.
Over five thousand coHege marksmen is
the record for the college year ending June
30th, 1914. Through the combined efforts
of the National Rifle Association of America
and the National Board for the Promotion
of Rifle Practice, rapid strides are being
ma:de looking to the introduction of rifle
shooting as one of the recognized sports
in the colleges throughout the country and
the movement has been still further stimulated by a recent act of Congress authorizing the free issue of rifles and amm unition to college and university rifle clubs.
This work was begun several years ago
by the National· Rifle Association, backed
by the War Department with a result that
at the present time there are 42 colleges and
universities having well organized and
active rifle clubs. National championships
are now being carried on annually both indoor and outdoor. The annual competition
for college teams is now being organized for
the indoor season. These matches are shot
on indoor ranges with 22-calibre rifles. The
championship for 1914 was won by the
Michigan "Aggies" and the outdoor championship was won by the Mass. "Aggies.''
As an evidence of the fact that the athletic authorities of a great many colleges
and universities, are recognizing marksmanship as a part of their athletic curriculum
many of them are giving the college letter'
to those students who make the rifle teams.
A feature of this work which is worthy
of mention is the fact that there have been
no serious accidents of any kind on rifle
ranges since the work was introduced a
.
'
cla1m that could hardly hold good in connection with other prominent school sports,
such as football and baseball. Furthermore ,
only a small percentage of students can
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take part in baseball and football matches,
while the number of students who can enter
the shooting competitions is only limited
to the capacity of the range.
In aclciliition to competing against each
other in rifle matches, college clubs are
given annually a medal for a members' competition, by the National Rifle Association.
Decorations are also persented to club
members by the \V ar Department for qualifying as expert, sharpshooter and marksman. The college which made the best
showing in the number of students qualified for the fiscal year ending June 30th,
1914, was Cornell .University. The rifle
club which made the best ~howing in the
nnmber of qualifications was the Minnesota University Rifle Club, which qualified
9·6 marksmen, 11 sharpshooters and 19 experts .
At the camps of instruction for college
students held during the summer, rifle
shooting was one of the courses of military
training 1~aid down. At these camps 31
students qualified as experts, 114 as sharpshooters and 219 as marksmen. The National Rifle Association of America presented a cup for an intercollegiate team
con1petition and also a medal for the student making the highest score at each camp.
The cup was won by Cornell U ni versi ty
whose four men scored 854. The University
of California was second with 809 and the
University of Minnesota third with 782.
The higlt gcore men in each camp were as
follows:
Burlington, H. C. Newberry of ColgateUniversity; Asheville, Wm. W. Search;
Ludington, Theron G. Bthven, Universitv
of Minnesota; and Presidio of Monterey,
Hacourt Blades, University of California.
Information concerning the organization
of such clubs may be secured from the sec-'
retary of the National Rifle Association of
America, 1108-9-10 Woodward Building,
W ashin.gton, D. C.
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ELECTRICAL LABORATORY NEWS.
A few interesting improvements have
been made about the Electrical Department
this summer, in spite of the fact that it was
already very well equipped. A new fifteen
K. W. set, consisti.ng of an Edison Bipolar
motor and a self-exciting alternating current generator, has been installed, and several new instruments have been added to
the main laboratory, while the graduate department in the basement of Washburn Hall
has been improved by the addition of several induction motors and two small direct
current generators.
This branch of the work has- sixteen ne\v
men this year, some of them coming from
such universities as Lehigh, Rochester,
Princeton, Illinois and Cornell ; others from
various other institutions.
The increased number of students has
made it necessary to add several new blackboards and chairs to the recitation rooms
and the Electrical Engineering library has
been moved to the balcony of the main
library, the additional space thus gained being turned into an office for Mr. Vedder.
The wireless department, which has been
open throughout the summer, has "picked
up" a good deal of war news. The outfit
has also been used for experimental work,
Mr. White of the General Electric Company,
having experimented with his audion detector.

EXCERPTS FROM THE REVISED
CLASSICAL (?) DICTIONARY.
Advanced Algebra-A determined determination to determine the determinant.
Free hand drawing-That method of obtaining a straight line in half an hour that
could have been drawn with a ruler in half
-a minute.
Formula-An apology for the writing on
the Egyptian pyramids, English
letters servf
ing the purpose of hieroglyphics. These
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animals may be tound scattered throughout
the pages of any mathematical treatise.
Their general habitat, however, is at the rear
uf such books, collected in a bunch, as it
were.
Thesis-·The sine qua non of the senior
engineer. Titles vary from uDuties of a
Lineman on a Wireless Telegraph System,''
to "A New Composition for the Cementing
of Holes in Swiss Cheese."
Chemistry-···The science by which foul
odors and suffocating gases are produced.
Experiment-The favorite indoor sport of
a devotee of the above. Example: You take
a test tube, place therein some bichloride of
eucalyptus, some distilled essence of CocoCola, a few clothes pins and other incidentals. Allow it to evaporate five hours. If
the mixture turns a cerise hue you know that
you are all wrong and must begin over
.
agatn.
Transit-A degenerate form of the sacrificial tripod. It is usually found on the
shoulders of sophomore engineers. Through
it an apathetic barber pole is viewed, whereas, if the pole were a decent size, no spyglass would be necessary.
Greek-A language whose letters form
very convenient symbols for formulae and
fraternity names. It is said that a certain
Homer made extensive use of this language.
?
Classical Club,
Academic (according to engineer)-A
person whose sole occupation in life is to
gaze through bone spectacles.
Engineer (according to Academic)-An
individual whose neck is encased with the
proverbial sand-paper collars.
A. M. J., '16.

IN LOGIC.
H o:ffy : "What does create men?"
Ready---With-the-Mitt Jacobs: "Create
means to make or raise a disturbance."
Hoffy: "Give example."
Jacobs: "God created man.''

HOW TO RID YOUR HOUSE OF RATS.

·BY ·c·o
. . .- ED*
.
In aU cases it is best to hire a rat expert. A broad-minded man of the B. S.
course will do in a pinch. Provide said rat
engineer with a tub of water, about a hundred bricks, a tack hammer, a pair of scissors and a ball of twine. The engineer will
clear out the largest room in the house and
will move his paraphernalia thence. Then
he will ask that you bring in your rats,
which you will of course do. Then the doors
are closed and the windows locked ..
The process which goes on behind these
closed doors mystifies you greatly if you
happen to be upon the outside. We have
the inside dope on the matter and here 't
is: The rat engineer first gets busy with
his hammer-stunning one rat at a tin1e.
Then he ties pieces of twine around the
necks of afore-mentioned stunned rats and
attaching a brick to each one places them
in the tub of dihydrogen oxide. If one of
the beasts tries to hold on to the side of the
tub with his tail, said piece of apparatus is
immediately clipped off with the scissors
which are kept always in readiness.
Pretty simple, eh?

*Co.-Ed. means Comic Editor.
IN LONDON.
"'Willie," asked the teacher, "who was
George Washington?"
"An American General, Ma'am."
"'Quite right, and can you tell us what
he was remarkable for?"
"Yes, ma'am," replied the little boy, "he
was remarkable because he was an American and told the truth."-Tit Bits.

First Stude: "Doh Ruane's trying to sell
his silk hat."
Second Stewed: 11Yes, I know. I'd buy
it, too, but I hate to break this dollar bill."

If 10u want anything from

NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.
All the Latest Novelties in

QUINN'S

WAL.L PAPER
.AND DECORATIONS

Schenectady's Greatest

Sun 5 &lOc Wall Paper Store

Drug Store

411 STATE STREET.
Over Woolworth's.
'Phone 4454-J.
NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.

Just Telephone 1285

Anytime

PROCTOR'S
"THEATRE BEAUTIFUL"

VAUDEVILLE-PHOTOPLAYS
Every afternoon & Evening

1 to 5

Hasty Messengers Deliver all
Purchases

Steefel Bro&
ALBANY, N. Y.
-IFYou feel that a custom tailor is the
only man that can put true distinction
into your garments-you are laboring
under the wrong impression.
If you think that a custom tailor
is the only man that can give you an
exclusive pattern and weave-once
again you're wrong.
And if you think that a custom tailor
can give you nearly as much value as
"Steefel's" can-we're afraid you"re
wrong again.
If your thoughts run in the above
channel, drop in and see us-and we'll
put you right.

Suits and Overcpats $10 to $60.

6:45

to

11

SUNDAYS:
Feature Pictures
2 to 5

Special Music
7 to 10:30

YOUNG MEN! •
Step Into a Pair of Our

SURE-FIT Shoes
Here we picture two
of the newest lasts
for young men who
keep apace with the
shoe fashions.
Correct for college,
school or business.
Natty enough
for
dress wear.

Values like these are
only possible in a
metropolitan store
like Patton & Hall's.

PATTON &HALL
245 STATE ST.

Below th~·. Brld&"e.

More
College
News

5

Read It
Every
Day

IN THE

GAZETTE

F,OR YOUR DEN

, Beau:tiful College Pennants

There is no Music Like

5

Giocia's Orchestra

302 Washington Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
Telephone.
Yale and Hardvard, Each 9 in. x 24 in • ----------...,...--------Princeton, Cornell, Michigan,
Each
7 in. x 21 in.

The Schenectady Clothing Co.

4-PENN ANTS. SIZE 12x30-4
Any Leading Colleges of Your Selection
All of our best quality, in their proper colors,
with colored emblems.
Either assortment, for limited time sent
postpaid for 50 cents and five stamps to cover
shipping costs.
Write us for prices before placing orders for
felt novelties of all kinds.

The Gem City Novelty Co.

Clothing for College Men
Stein-Bloch and Hickey-Freeman
Suits and Overcoats cut to your
measure $20 upward
Full • Dress Acceessories
Arrow Collars
Oakes' Sweaters
The newest in hats at all times

The Schenectady Clothing Co.
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313-315 State Street

6237 Bittner St., Dayton, Ohio.

t
(

Telephone 91-W
·... ··::
·~~-.

:.

N ott Terrace Home Bakery

The Manhattan Co.

C. LOHEN, Prop.

Fresh Pies, Buns, Rolls, Cake,
Bread Daily.
I

142 STATE STREET.
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L. SCHWARTZ
N~EWS

ROOM

Cigars and Tobacco, Ice Cream, Candies ·
and Groceries. College Idols.
108 Nott Terrace

.':~~

Schenectady, N.Y.

:~

A Complete Department Food Store.
The Best in Everything for the Table at
the Lowest Cash Prices.
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QUICK, ACTIVE SERVICE
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THE

THE BARBER SHOP FOR

BARBER

UNION MEN
Absolutely Sanitary. First Class
Service. Ask the Man Who's
been Here.

Cor. State and Centre
Sts., Over Douglass
New Shoe Store

I. LEVINE
Merchant Tailor,
107 Jay Street.
Favored by the College Boys.

. '.
. ;':.
~

When the leaves
Begin to fall
Walk-Over Shoes
Are Best of all.

Bellinger Paint Co.
PAI:N'TS, OILS
'
'>

Dealers in all kinds of Wax Polishea

212 So. Centre St.

LET YOUR NEXT PAIR BE

Walk-Overs.
Schenectady

407 State Street,

music at
•Ita., s. Q rchestra furnished
'o6, '07, 'o8, 'og,

Union College 1905
'IO, 'II, '12 '13 & '14

A R ZBest Dance Music in the World
>

•

••

•
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~~~·tt~~!:~!:!~~e~ 48~:e Better for Concert

Office and Res., 167 Hamilton St., Albany

TILLY, The Barber
We are the favored among the College 'Boys and solicit your trade.
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

HOME MADE CANDIES

JAMES F. BURNS
Electrical Supplies.

N.H. Weaver
CIGARS

Study Lamps, Portables, Etc.
442 State Street

Schenectady, N. Y.

CIGARETTES
130 NOTT TERRACE
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"UNION NA TlONAL BANK''
334 State Street

.•:1.'
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Solicits Accounts of Students

.:f:J'

N.M.READ
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

Room 74 Parker Building. Special Rates to Students
Telephone 620·W
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R. Wirth, Union '18

LENS GRINDING A SPECIALTY

Periodicals, Confectionery, Cigars, Cigarettes. All latest Desserts
served at his fountain.

0. D. Eveleigh

Catering to College and High School functions a specialty. Music furnished if desired.
Bell 'Phone 1356-M.
Suits Made to Order from $18 to $35.

A.GARUCKY
Custom Tailor for Ladies' and Gentlemen
Sanitary Cleaning, Pressing, Altering and Repairing of Ladies' and Gents' Garments.
870 Eastern Ave., Bet. Wendell & Morris Aves.

Cigars
.'

I

Ice Cream

Soda

OPTOMETRIST
426 State Street
Eyes Teated and Glnsea Fitted

THE ROLLINSON STUDIO
Quality Photography
"Watch the Show Case"

St. Regis Pharmacy, 600 Union St.

RINDFLEISCH'S
Artistic Parisian Dye Works

Prescriptions Accurately Compo:unded
Toilet Articles

116 Jay Street.

CHAS R. CAREY
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American
Clubmen
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Prefer ''Bull''
Durham Hand- made Cigarettes

E

These wealthy men are usecl to the best of everything,
and are good judges of quality. They find the cigarettes
they make for themselves, from •• Bull•' Durham tobacco,
have a delightfully fresh, mild, unique fragrance and flavor
that afford the greatest enjoYJDent and satisfaction. At
all times it is correct and fashiomable to ••Roll Your Own."

GENUINE

(

..BULL DURHAM

7.

SMOKING TOBACCO
Made from absolutely the fi:nest, choicest, mellow-ripe
leaf grown in the famous "bright .. tobacco district of Virginia-North Carolina, that supplies the world with cigarette
tobacco. Much of the delicate flavor and fragrance of this
leaf escapes from the ready-made cigarette. These rare qualities can only be retained in the bulk of tobacco in the "Bull"
Durham sack, and enjoyed in the /re3h-rolled "Bull" Durham
cigarette.
~

I

A.lc £or cr FREE
book o£ • •paper•, •
with fiACh Sc •ack.

FR EE
-

-
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An Illustrated Book·

wax

let, showir.g correct
to ''Roll Your Own •
Cigarettes, aEtd a Book of
cigarette paper• will both
be mailed .to :you, /ree. on

eostal request. Address
'Bull'' Durham, Dur•
ham, N.C., Room
1298.
THE AMF.RICA.N
TOBACCO
COMPANY
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THE UNION
of a Sophomore or Freshman with a few dolars which wiH stay by him until he is a Senior cam. be
effected by an occasional deposit in

The Schenectady Savings Bank
COR. STATE AND C'L.INTON

43 FELLOWS

The Edison

can write

24 LETIERS

American Plan
All Outside Rooms

By purchasing our embossed statio-nery at

Rates $2.50 to $4.00
Special M-eal Ticket, 8 meals for $5

The Gleason Book Co.

2Sc PER BOX

Schenectady, N.Y.

Edwin Clute, Prop.
.

Gleason .B11ilding
104 Jay Street
:E
"On your way to the post office~'
.
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·. ·H·E MOHICAf~· COMPANY
..
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Herrin~ton

Groceries, Tobacco, News, Confectionery

Some of the Fellows won on the Athletics

Phone 2925-W
727 Nott Street
Across from College Gate

Some of the Fellows won on the !Braves
But all of the Fellows win on

RT~aionable

That is Rdight,
an 0 n 1me

Schenectady Art Press

WATERS
"The Right Tailor with the Right Prices"

J. H. Como, Prop.
206 So. Centre St.

;

,.

l .

· 2 doors from State

Blillium 1Kirkpatrirk
MEN'S SHOP
132-134 Fulton St.

New York City

Of course we do CLEANING and Pressing. Let us call for your VIIUk.

463 STATE St. up Stairs
TELEPHONE

SCHENECllDY,
1441~

N~

Y.

Portraits

Just Right

.;1-·JI,

THE SHOE OF A GENTLEMAN

Your Inspection
of our
Product
Cordiall'y ):nvited

84.50 TO 87.00
Metropolitan
Styles

'J

JIP

Expert
Fittings

THe &TVDIO OP

II
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241 STAT£ STRE£,.
OVER ·P.ATTO·N & HALL
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OAK
Barber
Sbop
426 STATE STREET.
M. F. ALBE, Prop.

CHARLES DERWIG

FINE CUSTOM TAILORING

I

li .
I

CLEANING AND PRESSING.
18 Barrett Street
'Phone 354-W.
Between Union and Liberty Streets.

Geissler & Ryan

Rc

NEAR STATE ON JAY.

P. J:.- KENNEY
CUSTOM
TAILOR
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
College Clothing a
Specialty

Cor. Jay &liberty St.

1

I

Schenectady, N. Y.

1

ENDWELL Shoes THE LEWIS DINNING ROOM

I

s

154 BARRETT ST., near State

I

Meals, Table de Hote

I

1

Breakfast 6:00 A. M.
Luncheon 11:30 A. M.
Dinner 5:00 P. M.
Sunday BreakfBst 8:00 A. M.
Dinner 12:00 M.
Single Meals 30c
Sunday Dinner SOc

l

I

I
I

20 MEAL CARD $5.00

Home cooked meals prepared of the best of
things to eat, cooked and served in a clean and
J sanitary manner.

Our Goodyear Welt Shoes fit pertectly
and are very stylish in appearance; besides
they wear like iron. What more could
you ask?

Endicott, Jobnson & Co.
206 So. Centre Street.

Near State

Schenectady's Leading Restaurant

GLENN'S
422 State Street

-

Stoll's Ho/hrauhaus
162-64-66 Jay Street, 'Schenectady, N. Y.
Will Serve Real German Meals at All Hours at Moderate Prices.

MUSICAL EN'TERTAINMENT EVENINGS.
Nicely Furnished Rooms by Day or Week.
MAX NOWA, Prop.

Tel'ephone 1938.

A unique German place, Catering to private parties in and out of the house.

Schenectady Taxicab Service Co.

Mandeville, '17
Representative on the Hill.

United Tailoring Co.
Snappiest Made-to-Measure Clothing at ,
less than "Ready-Made'"' Prices.

WHEN
,
,

IT RAINS
IN A HURRY
OUT FOR PLEASURE

9 Proctor's Arcade, W edgeway Building.

:Call 4489
KILDER & HICKS

The Liberty Bell Adjustable Lamp

High Grade Laundry get the

A LAMP FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
Representative on the Hill, Girling, '17.

KILLIP QUALITY LAUNDRY

Hallbauer-Hardman Mfg. Co.

719 STATE STREET,
Schenectady, N. Y.
'Phone 759

Dress Suits from $25 up.
H. J. SCHWARTZ, Manager.

I ;

Phone 4489.

957 State Street.

QUALITY AND SATISFACTION

Telephone 1909-W

'
'
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combined makes clear the reason why SPALD. lNG'S are outfitters to champions whose irnElectric City Barber Shop
. plements must be invariably right. The Spalding Trade Mark represents years of leadership
EDWIN POSSON, Prop.
Special Attention Given to Face and Scalp. in the manufacture of athletic equipment.
Nassau Street
A . G . Spauldl•ng & BlOS. 520126-128
Sth Ave., New Ytlrk
436 State Street, Schenectady, N. Y.
Send for Catalogue

Telephone Connections

A. STOODLEY

S. A. Hamilton
GROCER

People's Baker

423 Union St.

C. A. Whelan & Co.
,,

Cigars and Tobacco
301 and 443 State St.

Phone 2540

Schenectady, N.Y .. · 841 Union St.

Schenectady

MY STOCK OF

Fall Hats and Haberdashery
is now complete.. An inspection is solicited.

JOSEPH NUSBAUM,
336 State Street,

Gazette Building

20th Century Lunch
<;HOCOLATE PlE WITH WHlPPED CREAM, OUR SPECIALTY
. ..
154 Jay Street,
''On your way to the Post Offi(je
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'!/e sell Hart, Schaffner

& Marx Clothes, and you
know
that a store that sells H., S. & M. Clothes sells
..

the right kind, and naturally must sell the right kind of
other things to wear too. If you look us over a littl~
we think you'll like us and our way of doing business.
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The ColleQe Clothier

240-44 State Street
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Schenectady
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Art Pres&

